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Proposed law may result in an indeterminable increase in Local Funds expenditures for local governing authorities if a person
is convicted of simple obstruction of a highway of commerce. Proposed law expands the definition of the crime of simple
obstruction of a highway of commerce to the coordination, organization, planning of either the intentional or criminally
negligent placing of anything or the intentional or criminally negligent performance of any act on any railway, railroad,
navigable waterway, road, highway, thoroughfare, or runway of an airport, which will render movement thereon more
difficult. Proposed law has the effect of expanding the circumstances under which violations of current law can occur. The
exact fiscal impact of the passage of this legislation to local governing authorities is indeterminable, since it is not known
how many people will be convicted, nor the length of the sentences assessed as a result of its potential enactment. The
maximum imprisonment term at the local level is no more than six months.

There is no anticipated direct material effect on state governmental expenditures as a result of this measure because this
legislation expands the definition of a misdemeanor offense; therefore, these offenders are not sentenced to the Department
of Public Safety & Corrections - Corrections Services (DPS&C).

Current law provides that simple obstruction of a highway of commerce is the intentional or criminally negligent placing of
anything or performance of any act on any railway, railroad, navigable waterway, road, highway, thoroughfare, or runway of
an airport, which will render movement thereon more difficult; mandates a fine of not more than $200 or imprisonment for
not more than 6 months, or both, for conviction of simple obstruction of a highway of commerce. Proposed law retains
current law and adds a definition of simple obstruction of a highway of commerce as the coordination, organization, planning
of either the intentional or criminally negligent placing of anything or the intentional or criminally negligent performance of
any act on any railway, railroad, navigable waterway, road, highway, thoroughfare, or runway of an airport, which will
render movement thereon more difficult; increases the fine to no more than $750 for those convicted; does not apply to an
employee or contractor of any public utility or provider of electric utility services, communications, telecommunications,
video, or information services, to the extent that either acts on behalf of the entity in a road, highway, or thoroughfare.

Proposed law may result in an indeterminable increase in local revenues as a result of convictions of simple obstruction of a
highway of commerce. The exact fiscal impact of the passage of this legislation on local revenue is indeterminable because
the fines that would be imposed on those convicted are optional, and the amount of the fines, if imposed, may vary. The
potential revenue will accrue to the local governing authority.
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Provides relative to the penalties for the crime of simple obstruction of a highway of commerce
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